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Meditation CDs from Maureen St. Germain

All Meditation CDs were developed to assist your evolution on the planet. You will find Maureen’s 
beautiful voice and soothing background music the perfect complement to your prayers. 

Each meditation has its own special purpose. Maureen was guided through experiences gained from 
hundreds of her workshops for each specific meditation. She loves creating these tools and making it 
easy for you to add your own ingredients. Maureen’s meditations are unique because they are created 
with pauses after her inspirational words for you to add your individual prayers and intentions. This 
allows you to make each meditation specific to your personal needs in the moment. Maureen brings 
her talent as a musician (her college major) and fine ear to the overall experience. She is the voice, 
writer, mixer and director all sounds on her CDs and takes her inner direction from her Higher Self and 
other realms including Angels, Elohim, Hathors, all working in concert to express a specific message.

The MerKaBa II and Unity Breath is a two-version CD re-released by popular demand.  It 
contains a "regular" speed and a "slow" speed—8 seconds in and out — for deep breathers. A 
must have for all MerKaBa practitioners. MerKaBa II is an updated version of the original 
recording by Maureen. It has exquisite sound effects and background music, including Hathor 
toning through Maureen. It is unique in that it has two complete versions –fast for regular and 
slow for deep breathers. This CD is a remembering tool not a teaching tool. It is intended for 
use by students who have attended a Flower of Life (FOL) workshop with a certified FOL 
facilitator. In its third release, Maureen added, at the request of her students, the higher self 
and heart connection exercises taught in her FOL classes. 

Here are comments from a MerKaBa meditator, who had been practicing for over a year, after 
using this MerKaBa II CD:  "Thank you for sending us your new MerKaBa II meditation CD.  After one week I can notice a 
positive difference in the quality of my meditation.  The Hathor toning is beautiful and creates a higher vibration that 
enhances the whole meditation, 'Amps it up' to a whole new level.  Thanks again." Joyce, Bainbridge Island, WA

 “I have been using the first meditation with the shorter breath, and wanted to let you know how beautiful it is! The music is 
perfect and the other sound effects are great.  It has made the practice so easy for me and I wanted to let you know how 
grateful I am for it.”  Kathleen, Chicago, IL

The Rainbow Angel Meditation, Spanish or English, is for everyday work and for connecting 
with the Archangels. Requesting the help of specific angels greatly enhances your daily 
affairs. This CD also has space after each inspirational message to include your personal 
intentions. You will find Maureen’s beautiful voice and 
the soothing background music a perfect complement 
to your prayers to the Archangels. This CD will take 
you through the Seven Archangels and their 
purposes.  This guided meditation will enable you to 
add your own specific prayers.

The Spanish version La Meditación del Arco Iris de 
Angels is a two CD set completely in Spanish. It 
contains the same text as the original, but on two 
CDs because it requires more words in Spanish. 
Celeste Aurora Sanchez, a native Spanish speaker, 
is the beautiful soothing voice on this CD, the first of 
several Spanish translations. Maureen wrote all new 
music for the background sound on this piece. 
Translation is by Flower of Life Facilitator Raul Mares Segura of Mexico City.

Drunvalo Melchiz edek says:’

“Maureen St. Germain's CD’

on the Meditation to the’

Archangels leads one straight’

into their wings.  Maureen’

understands the energies of’

the Angelic Realms.”’
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The Fountain of Youth, Vol. I is a powerful CD based on Maureen's work with quantum 
physics, intention and crystals.  It uses black obsidian to clear and focus new codes into the 
body. Work with a partner and black obsidian for optimal results – so that you can take turns 
working with one another. Don’t have a partner? We describe how to do it on your own. This is 
more secular than the other CDs and is a great gift for your friends and family who might be 
showing interest in taking responsibility for their own well-being. Users are achieving 
remarkable results with chronic pain and overall healing.  And, for those who want to look 
younger, we have many reports from users claiming their friends noticed a remarkable 
difference in their appearance. You can see why we named it the Fountain of Youth! This is 
the first in a four part series. 

"Maureen - You've done it again! My husband and I just love this new CD! It is very different from your other CDs and yet 
complements our Maureen St. Germain CD collection. Both of us feel that the Fountain of Youth CD is so powerful and 
just what we needed to give our physical, emotional, and spiritual health a boost. Working with the obsidian throughout 
the CD impacts us on a level that is obvious while we are in the moment but the results are even more impressive in the 
days following. We are committed to working with the Fountain of Youth CD over and over again. Thank you for bringing 
this new work to all spiritual seekers." Teresa Goertz, Seattle.

The Mantras for Ascension is for mastery work on the physical and emotional body. It is a 
marvelous gift for anyone who is going through emotional trauma.  This will help them 
reconnect to God and, in the process, evaporate their emotional pain. The first mantra will 
clear your pranic tube and affirm your connection with all of life. Maureen channeled this 
Egyptian Chant and later learned that Tom Kenyon and Virginia Essene had written about this 
very same chant in their book, “The Hathor Material.”  Before releasing it, she received their 
permission to use this ancient text. The second chant is an ancient Hebrew prayer that 
inspires the forsaking of “everything that is not of God.” The chants are repeated a precise 
number of times and are sung by a combined choir of male and female voices in a pleasing, 
ethereal baroque style.

The first chant, El Ka Leem Om, is dedicated to the earth elements—Earth, Air, Fire and Water—and is chanted four to 
the fourth power or 264 times.  This is one of the easiest ways to clear your pranic tube and expand your connection to 
Mother Earth.  The second chant, Kadosh, Kadosh Kadosh, Adenoi Tsebayoth, an Ancient Hebrew prayer for the 
dead, is used to clear the field (around you or in a room) and all that is "not of God". This powerful chant is especially 
helpful to clear emotional blockages and re-ignite your connection to the Creator.

The Sounds from the Great Pyramid is your opportunity to connect with the very real energy 
of the portal inside the King’s Chamber and access its healing properties. This is a two-CD set 
which includes the original sound of the full 72 minutes of toning on the second CD. The first 
CD consists of a brief introduction with a re-recording of the remarkable guided meditation the 
group used along with a compressed version of the toning.  Now you don’t have to travel to 
Egypt to fulfill your longing to go there.  

One user remarked, “As I listened I was immediately transported into the King’s Chamber (I’ve 
never been there). I felt myself being shot out of the top of the point in the pyramid as if being 
shot out of a cannon. I was being taken up and up through a space of nothingness. As this 

happened I saw several events in my life from a new perspective. This is awesome! Thanks for giving us such a powerful 
tool.” 

And our studio guy had this to say, “I was listening to the toning while I was waiting for my next customer to come into the 
sound studio. I found myself in a quasi dream state, flying over the Giza Plateau (I’ve never been there) and could see the 
Great Pyramid below me along with the other pyramids, landscaping, palm trees and other buildings.  The Great Pyramid 
was gold colored and completely smooth and shiny.  The over-riding feeling was that I was there on opening day. I don’t 
meditate or have any knowledge about any of this, but I think there is something in that sound!!!”
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The Meditation to the Crystal Elohim CD is ideal for claiming your Crystal DNA. You don’t 
have to be born a Crystal child to become one! Of course the Crystal children will love it too! 
This allows you to connect with the source codes of creation and create new matrixes for 
yourself. Reports from users tell us they are, “blown away by the powerful energy that is coded 
into this meditation.” One user told us, “Even though no one had ever heard of the Elohim 
before, each person in my Sacred Circle group could feel their presence and power.” They all 
asked, “Where can I get a copy of this?” Consider this a pro-active meditation that will greatly 
enhance your metamorphosis.  The Crystal Elohim came to Maureen and asked her to “drop 
everything” to make this CD.  You’ve heard of the new crystalline energy from Doreen Virtue 
and Drunvalo Melchizedek.  Now you can experience this energy for yourself firsthand.

Open Doors Meditation Vol. I - Sell Your Home Faster!  Opportunities abound with this 
meditation! Unlock the Key to Selling Your Property Faster and Finding a New Place. This 
meditation provides a bridge to enhance and empower you through this time of transition, 
creating the energy to replace the old and opening doors to a better place and a new you.

"Maureen, I appreciate you sending me the CD and the information regarding Open Doors, 
Sell Your Home Faster. Let me tell you this, my house was on the market for 14 months. I 
hired and fired a realtor. I put an ad in the newspaper. I did the For Sale by Owner. I did the 
Assist to Sell. When you told me about your CD, I wasn't real sure because I tried everything 
else. I figured even putting St. Joseph upside down in my lawn would help, not to mention 

carrying him around with me. However, I did do as you instructed and listened to the CD a couple of times a day and 14 
days later I got a full-price offer on my house. Your CD really works. Thank you...Thank you...Thank you. What a 
blessing."  Best, NIK

Open Doors Meditation Vol. II - Letting Go is the second in a series of Open Door 
Meditations. This CD consists of a guided meditation to release anything. It guides you 
through releasing any type of property or possession, whether it is something tangible like a 
business, or something intangible, such as a job... anything you are having difficulty releasing. 
It is followed by a mantra that relies on YOU to create a clear intention of what you are letting 
go. Name this after each pause as you fill in the blank. Let your mind fill-in that space with the 
name of what you are releasing.

Track 2 of this CD utilizes subliminal messages to help you release and let go of any 
possession or circumstance. In this track, all messages are clearly audible once and then 

gradually fade into the background.

Channeled directly from the Akashic Record, Dancing in the River of Golden Opportunity is 
a 'must have' for anyone! Tap into the river of unlimited opportunity to manifest all you desire. 
Learn to create, not from want but joy, not demand but desire, bringing forth new ideas, 
opportunities and solutions. This River of Golden Opportunity is a tangible, fluid, refreshing 
and reviving energy from outside our three dimensional reality. It is always available to you. 
We receive it when we call it in. 

The River of Golden opportunity replaces the energy of limitation with unlimited awareness, 
unlimited abundance, unlimited love. Dance in the River and fill your heart every day with 
wealth from beyond our universe.

Elevate your meditations with our companion essential oils, AroMandalas™ Essential Oil Blends. 
Our Sound and Scent Combinations will push the edges of your experience. The specific purpose of 
AroMandalas is to awaken deep emotional and spiritual memories to enhance your meditation practice, 
and they will also work to heal you and our planet!  The perfect companions to Maureen’s CDs.


